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Abstract: This work is focused on “patient-oriented care”, which belongs to modern style of health care including nursing. Such health care emphasises holistic approach with focus on communication, partnership, ethic aspects of human interactions and which supports active collaboration between the patient and also his/her family and the nursing staff. In Czech scientific literature the term “patient-oriented care” is rarely encountered. Single given definition found for this topic was present in legal norm bulletin The Concept of Czech Nursing [1] which was however defined as care focused on patient problems not on care connected treatments. International literature had therefore to be addressed. Question remains whether patient-oriented care is even possible in practice when it is basically omitted from Czech scientific literature. The aim of this research was to define the term “patient-oriented care” based on historical point of view, its characteristics and sources from Czech and international literature and try and apply such care in new nursing methods of approach. This research was conducted on theoretical level. Method of analysing review documents and analytically comparative approach were applied. The total 83 scientific publications were analysed with 55 reviews, 22 articles and 6 virtual sources. The area of interest was defined to include forms of application of patient-oriented care in nursing history, the characteristics of patient-oriented care in Czech and international literature, necessary conditions for successful use of patient-oriented care and novel methods of approaching patient-oriented care. We found that contrary to the Czech Republic US has established patient-oriented care as one of the pivotal research subjects onto which much interest is focused and which is frequently being published. There is an established project in Austria focused on implementation of the concept of patient-oriented care into public health care. In the Czech Republic this term is only mentioned in the legislative decree, together with the method of nursing process but not used in practice. Due to absence or broader application of patient-oriented care approach in the Czech Republic and in order to make this approach more effective, further education on this approach has been introduced in the form of life-long education. The way the newly acquired knowledge is implemented in practice must be the subject of further research. Due to absence or broader application of patient-oriented care approach in the Czech Republic and in order to make this approach more effective, further education on this approach has been introduced in the form of life-long education. The newly acquired knowledge is implemented in practice must be the subject of further research. The trend of the new approach toward the patient-oriented care should inspire further focus on education and care provision including nursing. The necessity for a change is felt particularly in the current intense argument on the insufficient numbers of general nurses and the levels of their qualification education in this country. Better agreement should be reached regarding evaluation of patient-oriented care to ensure it really is conducted in order to benefit the patient.
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1. Introduction

Generally speaking the approach toward a patient can be view both from the position of the patient and the health care provider. The latter sees as optimal care that corresponds to the current level of science and technology. However, seen from the patient point of view optimal care relates to satisfying his needs and to sympathetic behaviour and approach from the health care providers. Given care depends not only on the concept of the particular field, but also on moral approach toward everybody in need of care according to his needs and values [2, 3]. Chosen approach toward the patient is a current problem that is discussed and taught on theoretical level but nursing personnel are often at a loss how to proceed in practice [4]. In Czech
literature the term patient-oriented care is rarely encountered. Its definition is found in The Concept of Czech nursing [1] as care focused on patient problems not on treatment connected to the care. This is the only concrete definition found in Czech scientific literature found. Foreign literature [5-7] defines this term and its use in practice is clearer giving information about what is necessary for patient-oriented care and how to include it into the care system as a whole. One of the first authors using this term and realising the importance to focus more on the patient/client was the humanitarian psychologist Carl Rogers in the 1950s. Initially this type of therapy was termed “non-directive” consulting but was due to criticism from several experts renamed to patient-oriented approach. Patient self-concept was important for Rogers. He saw the patient in the centre of the therapeutic interest focusing on what the patient/client sees as important and he/she views him/herself and the situation [8]. Rogers starts from the thesis that the client knows best. “It is the client that knows what hurts him and where the pain is, and that in the end finds the way forward” [9]. The precondition is that two people are in contact with each other, here as the nurse and the patient. Patient-oriented approach emphasises authenticity, ability to listen and capability to appreciate in the sense of encouragement and human development which requires certain skills, change of approach and last but not least experience [10, 11]. From the patient side the important contribution is his/her collaboration and will to get healthy. Rogers as well as [12] point out the necessity to master basic skills the nurse should use to strengthen patient potential regarding his/her vulnerability [10]. Authors emphasising this care regard relationship during treatment as important and further see the need to improve mutual exchange of information, response to emotions, helping the patient to cope with insecurities, support his/her capability to take decisions and maintain self-management. Several organisations have made steps towards such care. Nevertheless, sufficient awareness about what this care means, how it should be provided and why it is important is still not clarified. Some sources describe this care differently from the truth, for instance as focused on the illness, the technology or the care takers. The management of IOM—(Institute of Medicine) defines this care as one that honours patient preferences and values while trying to see to his/her problems in a complex way [13]. Technical innovations in themselves cannot guarantee reaching this aim if the relationship between the patient and the care takers and communication about subjects worrying the patient are not improved. Nykl [10] builds on Roger’s theory and brings many new initiatives about what this type of care should involve. It is above all quality personal, professional and organisational relationships helping patients to become active participants of their care by getting encouraged and motivated toward such approach. The role of nursing personnel is thus transferred from central towards a position aimed at partnership, solidarity, empathy and cooperation. As holistic approach toward patients stems from this humanitarian philosophy, we have tried to find ways to use patient-oriented care in the Czech Republic, with the focus on the psycho-social area of this approach.

2. Methodology

The main aim of this research was to define the term “patient-oriented care”. These research questions were posed: 1. Which form did patient-oriented care have in the history of nursing care? 2. How is patient-oriented care characterised in Czech and international literature? 3. What prerequisites are necessary regarding the provision of patient-oriented care? 4. What is the position of new approach methods in patient-oriented care? Research was conducted on theoretical level using document analysis using systematic review (gradual data construction) and analytical cooperation work [14]. The subjects of investigation were primary and secondary documents, primarily articles by American authors that clearly focus on the given topics. Key words patient-oriented care, relationship
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Patient-nurse, dignity, autonomy were used. These key words were searched in Czech, Slovak, English and German languages. The total of 83 scientific publications were used, 55 monographies, 22 articles and 6 virtual sources. Text analysis was conducted with focus on four areas: forms of realisation of patient-oriented care in the history of nursing, characteristics of patient-oriented care in Czech and international literature, necessary prerequisites for fulfilled patient-oriented care and new approach methods regarding patient-oriented care.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Characteristics of Term Patient-oriented Care in National and International Literature

In the United States the question of patient-oriented care is the central pillar in health care research to which much attention is turned and which is frequently published. The reason seems to lay in the fact that the founder of this approach is C. R. Rogers who was a known American psychiatrist and professor. Holistic approach also started with American nurses in the 1960s. Their aim was to maintain balance between satisfying human needs and growing technical progress that aims the work of nurses towards following physiological functions of the patient rather than his/her needs. This aim is clear from nursing conception models of theory of nursing [15, 16]. American association of holistic nurses AHNA [17] says in their rules of professional approach: “Inseparable part of nursing should be respect for life, dignity and equal rights. Nursing care is given in context that honours the holistic essence of humans, understands the body, soul and spirit” [18].

Also in Austria there exists a specified project with the aim to incorporate the concept of patient-oriented care into public health care system. The Austrian model of patient-oriented care (PIK—Patientinnenorientierte integrierte Krankenbetreuung) has not been initiated solely by the health care providers as a reflection on insufficiencies in such concept of care. Instead its introduction was enabled by support from Vienna municipal and health insurance companies. Alpen-Adria University of Klagenfurt is also involved with continuous evaluation. Austrian health care was concerned with steps to improve approach and coordination of nursing staff to better correspond to the main standpoint with focus on the patient. Reserves and resources for possible potential were sought that would ensure systematic changes leading to more effective care. Therefore the process was focused on the overall organization of the caring process. The main project of PIK is increasing quality of all dimensions of the treatment process in order to ensure patient satisfaction. Among the important factors belong, among others, education of patient and family members or information on availability of medical aids. The subject of monitoring of this project is better definition and evaluation of health care quality, evaluation of availability of services and their flexibility as well their reaction on patient needs. Further aim is ensured continuity of care, which means a better coordination of work at hospitals, outpatient units, mobile hospices and connected social sphere. We believe that the case of current Austrian state government and health care is a very suitable model for thought and inspiration.

In the Czech Republic this care is defined in the Concept of Czech health care which outlines the methodology for nursing as nursing process specifically oriented on the patient as “patient centred care” in contrary to “task oriented care” [1]. In other words it defines “Holistic nursing as the prerequisite for ensuring complex individualised nursing care with the treated individual is in the centre of attention as a whole bio-social-spiritual being placed in certain environment and state of health” [19]. Holisms as well as the nursing process represent the basis for theoretical teaching of nursing. Unfortunately the situation in practice makes it impossible to apply this approach as a standard disregarding the given legal norm. We therefore doubt that patient-oriented care is applicable in reality.
3.2 Patient-oriented Care in Nursing History in the Czech Republic

We followed historical connections to see which forms of nursing were used in patient-oriented care in the past periods of time. We found that this care has never been complexly applied. In publications by [20-23] there is a clear evolution of the nursing profession leading towards the current highly professional care. All major social events were also seen to influence into the patient care. With the progress of technology and science the society turned to specialisation and organisational changes in nursing. Up to the 1950 the standard model of care comprised of family doctors and nurses visiting patients in their homes. The broader family could thus be observed over long periods of time, where the way of life, social standard, family anamnesis, economic conditions and other circumstances. Both analysis of symptoms and the given care on individual level could therefore be given [24]. When looking back at this concept of care especially the great individual effort to reach optimal results should be appreciated. Long term cooperation and life-long relationship brings trust without which quality care of a patient is quite impossible. Haškovcová [24] also means that limited technical background and possibility to diagnosis that could not meet the current status left the doctors to lean on mental findings analysed by philosophical theses. The doctor represented not only professional but also reliable authority for the patient and his/her family. In the period of socialism the process of nursing development was disrupted which is important to take into account for comprehending the current state of the nursing situation in the Czech Republic. Patient approach turned paternalistic due to social and ideological causes. This was practically the only way to give and receive care and these cultural and socioeconomic changes are still reflected on the current ideal of complex care [25]. The pitfall in the needed process of change lies in the remaining standpoints of the care takers—the authority that prefers their own knowledge and experience in spite of the different standpoints of the patients. The paternalism is thus repeated as the patient is relieved of own responsibility and personal activity to influence or change own care which leads to passive acceptance and blind trust of the experts. Haškovcová [24] believes that a transfer of personal responsibility onto the expert or institution the patient is rid of a part of own worries and happily seduces to the opinions and decisions of the more skilled. Clearly in case of emergency or in case both sides comply paternalistic approach is acceptable. On the other hand when the patient is incapable, unable or unwilling of communicating his/her needs it is an obligation of the care takers to ensure psychoeducational intervention and cooperate with the family [26]. In case of patient refusal of active cooperation the process of patient-oriented care loses its essential part and with it its complexity [10]. Tóthová [27] also points out that the treatment decisions are currently moving towards patient and care giver equivalency and active cooperation from the patient.

3.3 Patient-oriented Care in Literature

The above mentioned facts engage us to focus on patient-oriented care in Czech and international literature. From the 1990s we have had the possibility to study the American approach to health care which has been diametrically different from ours by its basic philosophic concept of holism. The patient is seen as a client paying for his/her care and has economically clearly formulated right to influence its quality. Health care is clearly not exploited; on the other hand, it is not generally available to all. Liberal health care policy on which American medical system is based, gives the patients/clients large share of independence regarding the choice of medical care and treatment approach. Health care staff is financially dependent and treatments given are the expression of market competition [28]. Despite all the economic aspects the primary point of health care remains the above
mentioned approach of the psychologist Rogers whose main point is patient centred care with emphasis on self-concept perception [9]. The prerequisite for deepened relationship is approaching the patient without prejudice through suitable communication aimed at partnership between the client and the health care providers; know how to appreciate. At the same time, the vulnerability of the patient/client must be perceived together with respect for his/her autonomy [6]. Great potential lies in the communication skills whether during description of symptoms, pains or negative feeling or during encouragement dialog. Health care personnel can in this way help the patient to discover his/her own inner sources of motivation [7, 12]. However, in the Czech Republic the communication with the patient and his/her family is continuously neglected which is also why the development and changes in the area of nursing in the US represent an inspiration. Andrysek [29] states that the differences between given care in the Czech Republic and abroad lies not in expertise. Similarly Nykl [10] or Šiffelová [11] see the differences in personal opinions, communication and perception of patient personality. They point out the reality that individual approach to patients is precisely what Czech health care providers needed to revaluate when working abroad.

The research shows that the opinions of Czech and foreign expects are more or less identical. Comparison of sources was conducted regarding the limitations of the concept itself, how it was historically developing and implemented into practice and education of qualified experts. The patient-oriented approach is basically agreed on and its benefits are generally recognised as positive and important by all authors. They are based on the humanitarian and psychological theory of C. R. Rogers—approach focused on the individual [10]. Where there were differences, these were sooner problems regarding the implementation of patient-oriented care not the concept per se, not the value of partnership and active patient approach based on equality of both sides. Differences in individual countries are found only in the views on the implementation of such care, not on the philosophical aspect, methods and theories.

3.4 Prerequisites for Application of Patient-oriented Care in the Czech Republic

Clearly, the available literature or theoretical aspects of nursing represent the basis for patient-oriented care and offer solid ground comparable to international standards. Their implementation is however questionable. Health care reforms brought after year 1990 meant many changes both in education and nursing practice leading to patient advantage. Changes also focused on the perception of a patient as a human being and strengthening nurse autonomy. One of the prerequisites for patient-oriented care is the educational level of nursing. Vaňková [30] pointed out certain weaknesses that also influence practical education—regarding supervision of specialised work training. Insufficiencies are seen particularly in connection between theoretical and practical parts of the education where the ethical and social aspects of nursing are neglected. As a consequence mentoring has been included into the practical parts of education. Patient-oriented care should also be supported by greater interest from the management regarding the staff, particularly certified nurses, regarding educational programs, mentoring and supervisions which should be implemented into the practical concept in the adaptation process of every nurse in a new working place. Supervisions in nursing have so far not been implemented on general basis into company culture in the Czech Republic [31].

Another prerequisite for patient-oriented care is individualised care. Currently patient-oriented care is conducted through the method of the nursing process given by The Concept of nursing [27, 32] argues that his method is the most suitable when the holistic approach and continuity of care are considered. Despite this care is still not implemented or vied positively in
many health care facilities. Particularly the extended documentation necessary is very cumbersome for the nursing staff to handle. Frühaufová [33] has in her work concentrated on the comparison between nurses working with the nursing process method that had conducted their studies prior to the concept of university studies for nurse qualification were established in 2004. She says that the problems lie in difficulties to adopt the new procedures as compared to nurses who had conducted studies after the new concept had been established. The largest systematic problem that can influence the patient-oriented care is undoubtedly the current over-use of health care. This reality is caused by the health care system in the Czech Republic being based on solidarity and equity [28]. Growing bureaucracy brings stress and feeling of over-work together with emotional and physical overload which leads to continuous fatigue and physical burnout. Bártlová [43] states that in this state of things the care taker cannot be against his/her best effort be capable of individual, personal care focused on all elements of the human being as is emphasised in the holistic approach. Haškovcová [24] sees one of the causes in medicalisation of problems that used to be frequent in our health system and system supported in the past years. The trust for the medical institutions prevails to this day even in cases that could be easily treated in home environment and when alternative treatments could be chosen. The current system of home care enables interventions of time-limited treatments covered by the health insurance but not the follow-ups required by the patients and their families. Many patients therefore choose institution care though they perceive it as the necessary evil. A possible alternative is better interconnection between medical and social networks in order to ensure that the home care gets appreciated. In such case the care takers and the patients pose the question as to who is the determining factor in the patient-oriented care scenario. Is it the insurance companies and their limits or bad coordination between the health care system and other sectors? Holčík [35] means that the transformation of the health care sector has not brought the expected changes and it is therefore necessary to create a health care system that would motivate and appreciate the cooperation between patients, their families and all health care organisations.

3.5 New Methods of Approach

New approach methods—concepts, significantly improve the quality of patient-oriented care. Abroad concept strategies are a matter of course and furthermore a strictly formulated basic condition for care giving. Furthermore, individual medical facilities get financed only when patient-oriented care is practiced there. At the same time, the employer is responsible for education of the nursing personnel enabling each at least four courses a year on the approach method of preference. On the other hand, in national settings using these methods is not at all common instead they belong to individual initiatives. Generally speaking conceptual strategies based on qualified, specialised and life-long education are in many cases ignored. Where individual approach from nurses is lacking the hospital should follow up on the quality of the given care and ensure the necessary knowledge and skills through seminars. In improving health care a large potential seems to lie in methods that support not only the healing process but that also have therapeutic effect. According to Filatová [36] such methods represent both cognitive and behavioural aspect of care that can greatly influence the quality of patient lives. As Raiter [37] says assessing patient satisfaction with the given care is meaningful only when medical facilities dispose of good comparative quality indicators. Such health care indicators must be defined in a way that enables the quality to be reliably monitored. Hudon [6] states that for patient-oriented care the first step is to identify the dimensions of the given care and clearly define the concept limits. In clinical practice the most frequent assessment methods determining the experience of the nursing staff when
meeting patients are their self-evaluation and satisfaction. Concepts and models stemming from psychological findings on the patient have therefore slowly but surely started to be used in some medical establishments even in our setting. These are primarily geriatric and palliative care establishments where traditional methods were not efficient or where aimed patient-oriented care was not in practice. The patients were fed, washed and medicated but were they satisfied? Was anybody interested in their life story? Did anybody think about their values and preferences in their lives? It was clearly shown that without mental support physical state of the patients cannot be satisfied regardless any medication used. This one-sided patient view was in need of a chance. Among the most frequently used methods belong basal stimulation, validation, sense activation, kinaesthetic mobilisation and psychobiographic model of care established by prof. Erwin Böhm [38-42]. The given conceptual methods emphasise the inseparability of a human being, nursing staff and environment. They stem from mutual interactions, verbal and non-verbal communication and are realised by activated senses, interactions through movement and touch. This means a reactivation of mental ability using all human skills. To understand the inside world of the patient necessitates working with patient and his biography. Beside the change in personal approach the given methods also require passing accredited educational courses. These methods pose no further requirements on nursing practice; they can be implemented into normal, everyday tasks, such as patient communication, positioning or mobilisation. Effectivity of introduction of the individual concepts into nursing care has never been fully complex. From the beginnings of primitive societies when the strongest force behind the care for patient, wounded or otherwise incapacitated members was preservation of the family line and its physical cooperation during securing food and protection. These were probably not deeds of care and comfort which eventually came during the following period. Christianity introduced the important aspect of compassion into the care of the ill, wounded, old or otherwise incapacitated society members. This of course also brought different impacts on patient oriented care focused on the patient, his/her feelings, subjective perception of illness and comfort. The circumstances of the Crimean war and activities of Florence Nightingale and other figures led to the foundation of professional nursing based on fulfilling the need of an individual.

Until 1990 implementation of new nursing methods that were already been accepted in the western countries was practically impossible in Czech Republic. Nursing care was fully dependent on and subjected to the decisions of the doctors. Patient care was fully paternalistic and comprised of complete transfer of responsibility for patient health and direct delegation of all decisions without any regard or respect for the preferences, values or interests of the patient. After 1990 the new models of care started to be slowly introduced into the national health care that were in compliance with the holistic conception where patient has own right and prerequisites must be created for therapeutic relationship based on partnership, which is currently applied to some degree.

The term patient-oriented care as a nursing concept includes the setting of national priorities of the North American health care policy. It shows that the basis of given health care that sees the psychological concept of personality in its self-perception is not only an alternative to care but instead an indispensable part of therapeutic partnership influenced by the humanitarian psychology of C. Rogers that perceives the patient/client as an undivided self-perceptive being.

4. Conclusions

Seen through history of civilisation patient-oriented care has never been fully complex. From the beginnings of primitive societies when the strongest force behind the care for patient, wounded or otherwise incapacitated members was preservation of the family line and its physical cooperation during securing food and protection. These were probably not deeds of care and comfort which eventually came during the following period. Christianity introduced the important aspect of compassion into the care of the ill, wounded, old or otherwise incapacitated society members. This of course also brought different impacts on patient oriented care focused on the patient, his/her feelings, subjective perception of illness and comfort. The circumstances of the Crimean war and activities of Florence Nightingale and other figures led to the foundation of professional nursing based on fulfilling the need of an individual.
The Austrian model is also familiar with the concept of patient-oriented care that offers good background for confrontation of the model of given health care in this country. The problems found are not solely related to the nursing staff that is in close contact with the patient but also to the organisational structure of the health care as a whole including the cooperation from insurance companies, educational institutions, general practitioner system and patient families.

In the Czech Republic the current nursing care should be realised through the method of nursing process that is based on own field concept. Anchored in the Bulletin of the Health ministry of CR no. 9/2004 is the responsibility of every health care giver to work through this method. A method that enables the health care staff to learn to know the patient personally and be thus able to approach him and his treatment on an individual level according to his needs. However, the current situation in practical setting (number of nurses in the wards and the discussion on the way of nurse education) makes it impossible to apply this concept in its full extent which also means that the patient-oriented care is not fully applied even though the staff has been fully prepared and educated for this type of care.

Further education in communication skills and about the new approach methods realised as a part of life-ling education is therefore necessary in order to make patient-oriented care more effective in practice. Possibilities of grants and alternative financing should be used for development of educational curricula thus helping the system of health care to acknowledge the necessity of quality care the public requires and deserves. Practical research not conducted in this study would be necessary form acquiring how the knowledge and skills of patient-oriented care is applied in practice. However, it can be concluded that better agreement need to be reached regarding the evaluation of patient-oriented care in order to ensure it is applied in practice for the benefit of the patient. We perceive the approach of patient-oriented care as a concept that fulfils not only the feelings of human safety and security, but also the ethical basis and high-quality professional care. This research has brought many inspiring concepts for current discussion in situation of insufficiency of qualified general nurses and dispute in nurse education.
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